High Dollar Designer
Results Driven Marketing! More Clients. More Time. More Revenue.

949.494.3345
“The Internet is the single most important concept, lead magnet, competition reducer,
prospect closer, money generating tool that you will ever encounter.”

Greg Clement

Admin and Office Suites
Quickbooks Premiere
Great for managing your books and finances, invoices, sales
reports, proposals, etc. Also offers an online solution.

Google Apps for Your Domain
For fast and easy email addresses administer, shared docs and
calendar and many more for your business daily transactions

Business Services
VistaPrint
Convenient Tool to quickly send out direct mail, postcards and
letters to valuable clients

Reliable Receptionist
Provides exclusive telephone answering service, an alternative for
small time business owners to enhance their credibility and
provides excellent customer service, in addition organizes and
manages workload process effectively to persuade caller into
clients
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Collaboration & Project Management
FengOffice
Great collaboration and project management tool

Manymoon
Project and task management, awesome collaboration with a social
media-like interface

Customer Relationship Managers
SalesForce.com
Advance Online customer Relationship management and data base
tool

Marketing Services
ConstantContact
Convenient and user friendly email newsletter service

SubmitYourArticle
Fast article distributor to various websites maximize site exposure

HighDollarDesigner
Get More Clients, More Time and More Revenue. Website design,
social media, content distribution, marketing services specifically
for Interior Designers

Multiple Computers and Backup
DropBox
Online Synchronizing tool and back up for multiple computers

Mozy
Online back-up tool for multiple computers in a very reasonable
price
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SugarSync
Sync data to and from multiple computers and mobile gadgets

Notes and Ideas
Evernote
Your “external brain” - Allows you to keep track of any type of
note, web clipping, snapshot and a lot more

Paper, Receipt, and Document Management
MyFax
Replace your fax line and fax machine for any fraction from the
cost - and send and receive faxes from anywhere, at any time

Shoeboxed
Scan and organize invoices and clients business cards

Xambox
Web Hosted document and paper managing tool

Passwords
LastPass
Securely keep an eye on your passwords and usernames. Auto
logins.

Scheduling
Doodle
Online device to help easily schedule conferences and meetings
with numerous people
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TungleMe
Online calendar enables others to schedule appointments with you.

Social Media
Flowtown
Fantastic tool with regard to centralizing, monitoring, as well as
managing your social media profiles

Postling
Remarkable tool for a centralizing, monitoring, and also managing
the social media profiles

Tasks and To-Dos
ReQall
Impressive online tool with regard to transcribing your voice notes
and managing your own to-do’s

Minutes Matter Studio
Eliminate your work overload, maximize your productivity and
double your profits by using its sophisticated drawing program.

Sketch-it
Amazing tool that permits you to draw right lines quickly and
easily without using complicated rulers and protractors.

Paint.net
Totally free photo editing software for Windows.

Dream Draper
Produce window treatments, room elevations and area plans
entirely with total design library of windows and doors, window
remedy components, home furniture, and equipment.
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Jingproject.com
Takes a photo or video clip of the user's computer screen and this
can be uploaded to the Internet, FTP, computer or clipboard.

Audacity
A Free cross-platform digital audio editor as well as recording
application.

Gliffy.com
Create professional-quality flow charts, images, floor ideas,
technical images, and more.

CrossLoop
A remote desktop program that allows you to share your computer
screen with others.

Filezilla
The absolutely best cross-platform FTP software program.

Wordpress
An open source website tool and a publishing platform powered
simply by PHP and MySQL.
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